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About This Content

Fight with the style of the divers' robotic overlord S.T.E.V.E! The S.T.E.V.E. Weapon Skin pack adds new finishes for the
SPP-1 Pistol, Sea Mine, LJ-10 VolleyJet, and ADS Rifle.
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Title: Depth - S.T.E.V.E. Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Digital Confectioners
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and above

Processor: Intel 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon 2.6 GHz (dual-core required)

Memory: 3 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Supported Sound Card

Additional Notes: Broadband internet connection

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Well I didn't know this one of the dreamcast title well I love shoot an up 1st got look at it on XBOX one i just had to have it
then saw PS4 grab it without thought played it like the raiden franchise only collect a lot i thinks it gold following powers up no
what difficulty u set it on it still hard I'm hopping getting the physical copies soon worth game of the year. I've only played
about 45 minutes of this game (collected 5\/8 gold things), but I already love it. The art style, the music, the levels. It's great! My
one complaint is sometimes the camera doesn't follow you smoothly, sometimes it zooms in way too far when you are up against
a wall and is sometimes difficult to turn, which in turn makes platforming difficult.

I 100% recommend this game. I paid $4.99 and have gotten 45 minutes of entertainment out of it, and plan to get much, much
more!. This game is not what it advertises itself to be. There is nothing "rogue" about this game. This is just an arcade action
game stylized as a dungeon crawler but doesn't really play like one. It's just an arcade game where the graphics look like a
dungeon.

Some people think "rogue" means "you unlock things between runs" and that's the only thing this game does. You play a run,
you reach a point where your current stats just doesn't cut it anymore as enemies take longer and longer to kill and then you die.
You respawn in the town and can spend your obtained currency on upgrades and then start the so-called dungeon over again.
That's it.

See, the true key to the fun in roguelites like Binding of Isaac, Spelunky and dozens more, and even classic roguelikes on Steam
like Tales of Maj'eyal and Dungeonmans, is the fact that every run has the potential to offer something new. The very first item
you pick up might be something that completely changes the game, and you might find said item in a myriad of different ways.
Like how you can blow up a rock in the first room in Isaac and find the Small Rock, or maybe you open your first chest in
Dungeonmans and out pops a skill book that lets you use an ability you've never tried before. Since The Weaponographist
doesn't offer any items of any sort, every run is the same. Enemies drop currency and replacement weapons since the one you're
using breaks in a few kills and that's it. No item rooms, no cool drops, nothing to switch things up and keep it fresh and
addictive.

This game doesn't even let you explore anything. The screenshots make it look like Zelda, I know, but the thing is that only one
of the doors will open when you clear a room and there's no other place to go but forward. It's an extremely linear game that
offers no minimap, no strategy and no exploration. Just head from one room to the next to kill the same boring enemies over
and over, have your weapon break and pick up a new one. Die, buy upgrades and go back in. Repeat, repeat, repeat.

This game is just flat-out boring and not a roguelite, certainly far from a roguelike as the store description calls it. It's just a
shallow and simple action arcade game that gets real dull real fast and expects you to grind to make progress rather than survive
by your own skill.. Cute game. I enjoy it.. Emergency 2014 is a great game that holds the content from Emergency 2012, 2013
and new content for 2014. While the 2014 content is just new campaign missions, they are pretty cool.

For those new to the Emergency series, the game has you running the role of a dispatcher, dispatching fire, EMS, police and
engineering classed vehicles to various emergency situations, such as heart attacks, fires, prison breakouts, or broken railway
crossing sites.

Many bugs in the 2013 and 2012 content have been fixed in this release, which increases the playability of the game.
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Really cool game with a very simple idea. Nice presentation, solid mechanics and a good level of challenge. The bosses alone
are certainly worth the price.. Disappointing rollercoaster with sharp, sudden turns that will trigger some feeling of motion
sickness in even the most hardened VR user. The 4 tracks are not entertaining, with only the horror map providing a single
events as the ride progresses and even that "spooky effect" happens over your shoulder causing you to have to look back
awkwardly while trying to balance in your chair. There are also no options for changing the volume of the music or even for
closing the application once you've finished. There are better free rollercoater rides out there - like AirCar which allows you to
fly around freely.

One other generic problem with VR controllers (I used the Oculus) is that the selection pointer follows the vertical direction of
the handle instead of following the horizontal direction of the trigger facing - basically if you hold your controllers like a
firearm it points upwards instead of forwards, meaning you have to angle your wrist downwards quite sharply to point straight
ahead. While I recognise this is a common failure of most VR hardware design it's something developers need to understand and
provide options to counteract.. I recommend this route for its scenery and high detailed towns.The up an down grades makes for
a enjoyable drive.. Everything bad, except maybe the pixel art.

At the time of writing these are the issues:
*Crashes constantly. Sometimes at startup, sometimes if you click out of the game window, sometimes just because it wants to.
*Achievements are all broken for everyone except the devs.
*The in-app purchases (microtransactions) do not work, as it would not process a payment. This is atually good because a quick
look at the discussions will show that when they do process, you do not receive the items from your purchase.

Lasty, the grinding in this game is worse than any other clicker game I've played - and I've maxed out Insanity Clicker. :(. This
game is pretty enjoyable. I haven't put long hours into the game quite yet, but ever person I've had try the game has really
enjoyed it. This is definitely a game for those who want a sandbox style game with fun movement and a little panic on occasion.
There are three main points to this game that work well the way they have been designed. Scavenging materials, growing and
harvesting food and resources, and dangerous exploration.

The hacking can be a bit fickle at times. The three rings act like lock tumblers and they need to be rotated in the same way a
lock works. However, and maybe it's just me, the rings don't always act like you'd expect them to. Half the time I have no idea
if I'm not even interacting with the rings, or if I'm trying to turn them in a way they don't turn.

Definitely worth playing, just be patient with the locks and put on your favorite spacey-soundtrack.. Great game for a great
price, Harder than I expected. Recommended!. 3\/10
"Waste of time"
  -Star Games. Somebody Toucha My Spaghet

Good Gameplay
Spooky Jumpscares

A horror game about a meme is actually pretty good

It's also perfect for Halloween

I give this game a 10\/10. This is my childhood
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